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By Bethy

!

I can hardly believe
that this is the last
issue of the Zine

!

When the Zine of the Zine? What as new as the
started 56 issues goes on in the lives project. Since
ago, no one would and minds of those most of you are
have imagined how putting the Zine to- fairly familiar
different it would gether? How the Zine w i t h the Zines
be four and a half h a s e v o l v e d a n d early history, Ill
years later. Not changed? Why is it breeze through it
only different in ending?
quickly. The original team consisted
content, look and
of Jasmine, Toby,
design, but the team The history
working on it as well.
When the Zine be- Keana, Shanice, and
Its been a while gan in 1996, it was a myself. After the
since
weve decidedly different first year, Toby left
written any- mag than it is today. and Spiro joined the
thing about the One only has to take team. At that time
Zine team, and as a look at our first Keana also became inI sit here remi- issues to verify this v o l v e d in other
niscing on the fact. The team was projects. Things remained steady
many things
with that
that have
e?
Zine meeting lik
team
for
changed since What is a
nearly two
t h e n t h e
Keith: I’d say it’s like a tornado! Once we have
years.
ways we have
prayer and start discussion, things start to
In early
grown and the
move around and ideas surface. The initial
ideas
spark
other
ideas
and
as
we
get
closer
1999,
not only
things we have
and closer to the idea we want to use we reach
the
Zine
but
learned,I want
the center, then BAM, we hit on the idea and
it
goes
down
the
cone
and
hits
the
mark!
We’re
WS
also
unto share some of
all pretty lively and contribute freely so somederwent some
it with you, our
times it can be somewhat turbulent, but the
goal is to come up with the best idea we can
major chanreaders.
get, so I think we’ve all learned to “keep cirges.Shanice
I stare at my
cling” till we hit our goal. Our meetings are
and Spiro moved
lots
of
fun
as
well
as
work;
I’m
going
to
miss
monitor wondering
them.
on; Evye joined
where to begin.
our home from
A recent history
feature...evolution of the zine
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Most frustrating instances or things we had to deal with individually or as a team while creating the Zine?
Keith: Well, to properly explain the single most frustrating thing for me, I’ll have to go back about a year or so. We had this machine; it was
supposed to be a printer, but it often turned out to be a paper “scruncher.” You’d send it the job and it’d spit out a wrinkled, distorted,
half-printed piece of paper. It was the source of many discussions, trying to find ways to convert the printer so print jobs would
actually exit in a usable format, one representing the job you had on screen. Okay, so the Zine was zany but you should have
seen our printer’s version. We pretty much vetoed it every time!
After many long and agonizing hours of cleaning, testing, hanging the printer from various tall objects (not really),
when our knees resembled those of Catholic pilgrims, and our minds that of a Gordian knot, God came through for
us! He zapped the printer and melted it to a smoldering heap of sparking wires and goopy plastic! Oh,
believe me, we wish! But His ways are higher than ours and in His infinite wisdom (knowing that
such a lightning bolt’s effects would have the “Endangered Printer” people up in arms, or in
trees, or knee deep in some Amazon jungle looking for survivors) He supplied a
FC;
and
new printer! And believe you me, never has a printer received so much love
and appreciation! And whaddaya know, it outputs straight, flat pawithin
two
per! How do they come up with these things?
months Evye and
Okay, so the above is slightly exaggerated
(though not much), but to set the Printer Presmyself (along with
ervation Society at ease, no printers
some others) moved to a
were harmed in the making
of the Zine.
different WS unit. This meant

we were separated from
Jasmine who worked on the Zine
text. This was the beginning of a
whole new era for the Zine.
When Evye and I arrived at our new
Home, we had a lot of questions regarding
the future of the Zine and how we were to
continue operating. All that remained of our team
was Eyve and myself, and Eyve was a very new
addition at that. Jasmine continued to help us with
the text from a distance for another six months
or so, and we certainly couldnt have done it
Wha
without her help. God bless her.
C a i t l y n : t is
It was at this time that we received some
One
word a Zin
comes to mind e me
very
helpful
counsel from Mama and Peter ree
tin
about Zine meetings …
garding the Zine, along with suggestions of
informal! We always start g lik
in prayer and calmness, but no e?
how we could continue the output of the
one remembers to raise their hand
Zine
with such a scaled-back team.
after that, and we all just talk!
Chandra and Beth usually spend
The vision was for the Zine to be
some time getting Piper and
much more of a teamwork effort.Rather
Lance to quiet down, and quit
cracking jokes. They are great
than having a small team of people
comedians (especially when
working on the Zine full time, wed
they get together) and can get
us VERY sidetracked. We
share the load with a number of
do get down to business,
people who would contribute somethough, and hash out
cover ideas and try to
thing monthly toward the Zine. At
narrow it down to one or
the time, Evye and I were the only
two points that we all
agree on and can then
ones who worked on the Zine full
pray about, though
time. Our Zine meetingsin which we
it’s usually not just
What is
one or two quesdiscussed content ideas, layout and
a Zine m
tions. Then we try
eeting l
designwere expanded to include
Evye
to figure out who
:
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storm O u r m
gets
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people who hadnt ever done layout,
e
and ing, mor etings a
pages, divvy
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but were creative thinkers and could
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ings o clarify. leaving rming, d lly brain
sary queshelp to shoulder the burden of comI
life. R’ve most Zine mee with a gaelegating tions to ask
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the Lord,
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out people (some in different units), each
other ppen
.
work
,
of whom would contribute two or three
pages per issue.
This is how the Zine was able to continue for the
following six months. It was an all-hands-on-deck situation. There was a need to be filled and we didnt have the
personnel in WS available to do it full time, so everyone who was
able started pitching in, in order to keep the Zine alive and kicking. While
these folks were predominantly SGAs, the occasional FGA would contribute a
layout page or two as well.
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Lance and Keith were two people who
started helping us with layout at that
time, and have continued on with Zine
layout since then. Lance had never done
layout before then, and he would agree
with me that no one considered him to
be a creative, layout person. At the time,
he specialized more in programming; but
there was a need and he took up the
challenge. God bless him for his
yieldedness and willingness to step in
wherever the need was; he has been an
integral part of our layout department
ever since.
It was a similar story with Eyve. When
Shanice left, we desperately needed an
artist to fill her shoes. Eyve had been
at FC for a year, but was working on
text editing, not art. She had done some
rudimentary art in a kids mag. She didnt
consider herself an artist. We had a huge
need for an artist, and God bless her,
when the need was put to her, she accepted,although she tried her best to
explain to everyone that she didnt feel
art was her number one gift. We encouraged her that even if she didnt know
all that much about art, if she was
yielded, willing and desperate, the Lord
could take her small talent and improve
it, especially when shed be getting daily
practice, ha. That has most definitely
been the case with dear Eyve; she is now,
in my opinion, a top-quality artist.
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Most frustrating instances or things we had to deal with
individually or as a team while creating the Zine?
Evye: Being the impatient get-it-all-done-and-perfect-now type
person, I definitely had my moments of frustration with our last
printer. As Keith mentioned above, our dear, dear printer had a
mind of its own and pulled the quirkiest of stunts on us, often at
the most crucial of times. It was so nice to get a new one.
Seeing as we’re a pubs production unit, there’s always someone printing something, and even now with our new printer, our
toner cartridge is often low on toner, or it starts putting streaks
across the page because we’re trying to get the most out of the
toner we can. So when I go to pick up my print job, to see what
my picture will look like printed out (you know like when I need to
see if something will print out too lightly, or be too dark, and what
I need to fix on it, etc.), to see these streaks of blank space
across my page has made me kind of go bonkers at times.
But hey, I’ve realized that it’s just one of those things that will
happen when the printer is printing all day long pretty much seven
days a week. It’s not like we’re too lazy to change the cartridges.
We’re just trying to be frugal and use that cartridge till it has
really died the death.
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All of these
changes went a
long way in
proving to us
that the Lord
can use anyone.
He can take that
little grain of
faith and talent
and improve it,
when He has a
yielded, willing
vessel to work
with. It makes
little difference
how good someone is at something or not to
start off with,
if theyre willing enough to
jump in and do
the job, the
Lord sends down
the anointing
thats needed
and He gives
them the gifts
they need. Because, after all,
its nothing of
ourselves, its
His show, His
project, and Hes
the One Who
wants it done.
That
was
something we
all had to
learn,something I believe
the
Lord
brought
us
through those
rough
few
months in order
to implant firmly in our brains:
That God can
use anyone and
anythingHe is
not limited by
talent or personality.
It was very
difficult for me
when Spiro and
Shanice first
left
us.
I
thought the
Zine
would
never be inter-

Most frustrating instances or things we had to deal with
individually or as a team while creating the Zine?
Bethy: Once I lost two pages of work because my computer bombed and
I hadn’t backed up that day’s work yet. It wasn’t so bad because I had a
printout of the pages I had done, so I was able to re-do it. Another time, I
almost lost two weeks of layout work! I had been working on Zine layout for
two weeks, and had done twelve pages of work. I needed a bigger hard drive,
but I asked the computer guy if he could wait till I was done with my Zine work
before switching my hard drive. So when I was done, he switched things around.
I copied over all my work and checked everything and it all seemed fine, so
he went off with the hard drive. The next morning I opened the file where all my
work was supposed to be, and it was completely blank. For some reason the computer saved the work to a different part of the hard drive than where I usually stored
my work, so when I copied everything, that didn’t copy. It was a terrible feeling!
I went sobbing to Spiro “My work is gone! It’s not there! Everything’s blank.” Since
I was reduced to a puddle of tears and not much help to anyone, Spiro went and tried
to find out if my hard drive had been reformatted yet, and thankfully it hadn’t! We were
able to get all my work back and I was a very happy girl.
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esting or good
again. I had always considered
them the talent
on the team.
Spiro was the
one who was
good at layout;
I
certainly
wasnt. If you
look at the Zine
issues between
12-28, any pages
that looked
good were done
by Spiro, though
I had my occasional moments
of brilliance. I
had a huge learning curve going, and I certainly wasnt
the technical
mind on the
team. Shanice
was the artist
and she always
came up with the
funny stuff and
the interesting
ideas.
In short, I
was devastated
when they left.
I really didnt
think the Lord
was going to
get us out of
that one, but He
did! He took us
with all our
bumbling and
fumbling and ignorance and untalented-ness,
and used us to
keep the Zine
going.
It took me a
while to get to
the point of
letting go and
letting God, because I had a
certain idea of
what I thought
the Zine should
be like, and I
wanted it to
continue as it

feature...evolution of the zine

had been. With our team reduced to two people, I became the de facto overseer of the Zine, the one
coordinating the work, on top of doing a lot of the work myself. I didnt want the Zine to miss
a beat even though we had lost half of our people, and my personal workload had increased.
I had so much professional pride that I didnt want the Zine to be what took the hit from
our downsizing. So for a few months, I made a great effort in the flesh to keep it
going in the way I thought it should be. I wanted to keep the magazine the same
length it had always been. I tried desperately not to miss a month, and put
as much effort into the layout as I could.
Because of my own ideas I wasnt as open as I should have been to
the direction the Lord was moving us in. So I struggled in the
flesh and pushed myself to the extreme. I let my work
become my whole life, with no time for the Lord or

layout/art ideas?
How do you come up with new
anywhere,
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n
whe
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layout ideas.
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the Word, or anyone else for that matter. I
routinely stayed up till the wee hours of the morning
working; basically existing on caffeine. Of course, because it was so much me and not really the Lord or His
Spirit
you guessed it, I fell flat on my face.
I had a mini nervous breakdown/burnout scenario that was
not pleasant at all. But through it I realized that I had to give
up my own plans and wishes for the Zine and just be willing to move
and flow with the Spirit of God. The Zine was going to change; I had to
yield and accept that, even if it meant things would change that I didnt
want to change, it was what the Lord wanted, and I had to yield. I realized
that my work and my effort was just self-righteousness, that I was thinking I
knew better than God. I realized that all my works and all my effort didnt
matter to the Lord; what was most important to Him was my relationship with Him,
and the time I spent with Him. That this was the only thing that would give me the
strength, inspiration, vision and help I needed for my job.
So it was a much humbler, willing-to-yield Bethy that started out again with a new
mindset, and things went much better. I wasnt so uptight about things, I was more willing to let
the Lord and His Spirit flow through. As I ceased my little works trip, the most amazing thing
happened. Well, it shouldnt really be so amazing, because it is one of those spiritual principles,
feature...evolution of the zine
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but its always exciting when you see it work, especially when its so
contrary to your carnal mind and way of thinking.My work started to
improve dramatically! The Lord helped me grasp the technical aspect of
things to such a degree that after about a year, I had complete command of
the programs we used and knew how to make them work for us as well as they
could. The layout I did changed from being just average to being good. And this
was all without that much effort on my part (aside from the effort it took to
let go and yield, ha).
New arrivals
From the time Spiro and Shanice left, we knew we needed replacements, and it was
something we were working towards and certainly praying for. We anticipated that having
such a small team was a fairly temporary situation. However, finding someone who had a burden for WS and
then going through the process it
How long does it take you to do a Zine on average?
takes to get them to WS can be
Caitlyn: We all have other pubs we lay out, so we have to organize our
somewhat of a lengthy promonthly schedule so that we have enough time slotted for everything. We
cess. We were certainly
slot the Zine layout for roughly two weeks out of the month, for the most part,
praying for help, believe
though, it often goes to just one week when we have a lot of Home duties, or other
things come up. It’s probably the pub that we take the most time doing, at least for me.
me! It was around this time
Other simpler pubs I work on, layout may take only a day or two.
that Piper and Chandra applied to WS, to the great
Keith: That really depends on how many pages I have to do. Looking back over the
Zine since I joined the team, I’ve done an average of 4.5 (and a billion decimals)
joy of my heart and the
pages per Zine. Sometimes more, sometimes less, depending on my workload at the
total answer to our
time, or others’ workloads, which could bring up my page count for the month. It
prayers.
pretty much takes me one afternoon or morning to do two pages, but sometimes when a page is particularly difficult it takes longer.
They arrived in our Home
in late 1999, and from there
Evye: Working on this or that for the Zine took an average of five to
we started to put together a new
ten days for me each month. It’s been the most challenging of
my work—ever—from start to finish, and has taught me a lot
team. Coming to WS is always a big
adjustment for anyone, but even more
so for someone coming directly from
the mission field, like both Piper and
Chandra did. But God bless them, they weathered their first six months in WS (traditionally the most difficult) with flying colors (even
though it was battle-filled) and grew to be the backbone of the Zine teamaChandra taking
over on the text side of things, and Piper working on layout.
In the months that followed their arrival we worked on reorganizing our team: doling
out the responsibilities, getting accustomed to the computer programs used, getting
to know one another on a personal level, developing friendships and working
relationships, getting adjusted to each others strengths and weaknesses and idiosyncrasies, learning to appreciate the assets each person brought to the team.
Learning to work together as a team is always filled with highs and lows, ups
and downs and new experiences, but great fun, and always challenging!
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In the last year and a half that weve all been working together, I
would say that weve had our good times and bad, our moments of
exhilaration as well as times of sheer frustration. Weve lived together,
worked together, celebrated together, played together, laughed together,
cried together, prayed together and worked out most of the rough parts
together, which in my opinion really only starts to happen after about a year
of working as a team. I would consider all my fellow team members very good
friends, and I enjoy working with them.
In the first half of 2000, Caitlyn also joined our team, helping with layout and
has helped round out the female aspect of things, as before that we had a predominately male presence in the layout arena.
Having a completely new and diverse group of people working on the Zine changed the
Zine as well, as naturally each person
brings their particular style and expertise to a project.
As we gained more people on
our team, inevitably the work
about what it means to work, not only when I feel inspired. It’s a
increased, and as was mengood thing to have under your belt though!
tioned in GN 3321, our Zine
department changed conChandra: I don’t know if I could ever pin down the precise amount of time it
takes to get the text and content together. Particular months we may get wellsiderably with the rerefined articles and photos, limiting the amount of time I have to spend working on it,
structuring of WS. Our
while other months a particular article could’ve taken ages to get through the proZine team combined with
cess. This is mostly due to back and forth communication with the author, the need
for photos or artwork, and the likes.
another SGA editor and
On average, I’d say a single Zine text will take me between four to eight weeks to
our
department then bepush through from start to finish, starting with getting the material together and
came responsible for the
editing it, until the final text file for the HomeARC. Even then, there are usually
things that come up along the way that I have to pray and counsel about,
editing of the Zine and
which can extend the amount of work.
Heavens Library magazines and
Don’t get me wrong; it’s not that I spend all those weeks with
books, as well as the layout of
pages of Zine text as the décor of my cubicle; that’s just the entire time it’s in my court for. Yup, it’s a long time, though!
not just those pubs, but also Blade,
the Grapevine, the END and Eve (temporarily). It was around this point that
I stopped doing a lot of the actual layout and helped more in a supervisory role,
coordinating the jobs, etc.
Naturally, this change meant that we no longer focused our full time and attention
on only one pub, but it was spread out more, thus changing the look and feel of the
Zine even more, as we had less time to devote to the Zine.
One of the main changes brought by the creation of this new department was that
not only were the above pubs worked on by our department, but much more of the
responsibility for all aspects of those pubs fell on our department, which helped
all of us to grow and progress not only in our work, but also in our walk with
the Lord and gift of prophecy. There is an unbelievable amount of prayer and
prophecy that goes into any given pub. Those of us who work on pubs
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acknowledge that we really dont know
anything, and its a very big deal to
have responsibility in a pub, because
we know that our work goes out to
the entire Family and will affect them
in some way. So the only way we can
know were getting it right is to ask
the Lord about everything. We have
learned by experience that any time
weve blown it, its because we havent
been faithful to hear from the Lord.
All these changes not only helped
us to grow in our work and become
more efficient, but we also had much
more responsibility spiritually,
which pushed us to progress in the
spirit and use the new weapons.
Where we are today
After even further WS restructuring, we now have a layout department consisting of four
people plus a coordinator
all who used to work on
the Zine. This layout department is now responsible
to layout all of the CM/
FM pubs except for the GNs
and Eve. That is a total of
roughly 15 pubs that come
out monthly, some twice a
month like the Heavens
Library mags, GVs, etc. So
please keep us in your
prayers. We are in the
beginning stages of this
new change and are

still adjusting to the
workload, as well as
forming new procedures for output,
streamlining and organizing it all so that
we can be efficient as
well as creative, and
do the best job possible.
The Lord told us
in prophecy that He

had used our work on the Zine to prepare
us for bigger jobs that He had in store.
He used our experience of working on
the Zine to teach us many thingsato unite
us as a team, to grow us up and help us
take on more responsibility. The Zine was
the instrument He used to get our team
working on pubs initially, to bring new
people in from the field to be a part of
WS, and to bring in those who were not
accustomed to doing layout or pubs work
and make it an active part of their lives.
Now He is asking new things of us, and
pointing us in new directions, which are
both exciting and scary at the same time.
I have to say its a bit sad to see the
Zine end. However, it is not something
that was decided quickly or without many
confirmations from the Lord. We believe that it is the Lords will that
the Zine come to an end so that we
will have the time and personnel
to focus on new pubs and new
things that will hopefully be a
blessing to you. We are all very
excited about the new direction
the Lord is leading in and the
new comic magazine that should
be hitting your Homes soon. Its
going to be different than the
Zine, yes, but itll be fresh, new,
and what the Lord said is most
needed right now. He also told
us that this was to be our
most important point of focus, to put our time and
effort into. So we are

What is the process of putting a Zine together?
Caitlyn: We normally get Piper to do most of
the layout, ha! Just kidding. For a long time,
though, he always got the long articles—poor
guy. Now, we generally try to even it out between
us layout people, whether we get one six-page
article, or three two-pagers. The person who
works on the cover doesn’t usually get as many
other pages, unless it’s a really simple cover,
like an enlarged photo. The boys always make
me do any article that is remotely feminine, or
they feel their masculinity is threatened. J
After we lay out our pages and combine
them into one file (which can be complicated),
the layout gets approved and the text proofread.
The “pipeliner,” then has the job of putting in the
finishing touches and readying it for the NPCs.
It’s a big job! God bless, Piper and Lance, who
have been doing this job. I really admire them!
(I’ve never pipelined the Zine.)
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looking forward to being part of the process of a new pub. As this final Zine goes to press, were
already starting work on the new mag, and let me tell you, its going to be great!
We have some ideas for keeping the Zine content alive in some way, possibly through a website;
however, because we have quite a lot on our plates at the moment, we dont want to promise
anything prematurely. Anything new always requires a lot of prayer and counsel, and so far the
ideas are still in the embryonic stages. We realize that there is still a forum for the type of
articles and testimonies that the Zine showcased, and we hope and pray we can provide a platform for
this type of thing in the not-too-distant future. Please pray for us. Pray that if something of this
sort is the Lords will, that we will have the time and personnel to see it through.
We love you all and are thankful and honored to have brought you the Zine for the last four
and a half years! Thank you so much for your contributions, which kept this magazine alive and
interesting and made it what it was. Thank you for the encouragement you sent our way.ait kept us
going many times. Thank you for your readership, and for the great times that we had along the way!
We love you.

How do you work together as a team?
Caitlyn: It’s taken me some time to learn that we all
have different styles and that I shouldn’t attempt to
copy the guys’ style. The boys are very good with
graphic-based layout. They can all do amazing things
with backgrounds, 3D graphics, and can basically make
something out of nothing. They really enjoy it, too! I tried
for a while to do that style, and it always took me forever,
and didn’t come out as great, ha! So I asked the Lord about
it, and He showed me that I was better at working with textbased graphic design. I’ve tried to follow that since then, and
let the guys handle the 3D stuff and complicated graphics. It’s
helped us to work as a team in that way because there’s a nice
balance between the styles.
Evye: I’d say pretty okay. On a scale of one to ten, ten being the
best, we work on level nine, I think. That’s pretty good!
Chandra: Overall, I’d say we work very well together, though I don’t
deny that we have had our conflicts. Being the only one on the team
dealing with text and the coordination of the contents—e.g., photos, artwork, etc.—I admit to having my clashes with layout, the rift between text
and graphics or 3D art, the amount of photos needed or the relevancy of
art for an article, and most disputed of all—the word count.
Layout and text are so different, yet it’s so essential for the two to blend
together, in order to make the pages what they need to be. There were times when this became a point of conflict, mostly between Piper and me, as
the two of us are quite opinionated.
There’s one instance that comes to mind specifically and that was when we were working on FZ 045. At the time things were pretty hectic in our
Home and we were all feeling the pressure of additional work, which had us on edge, somewhat. When I got the laid out version to check the text on,
something about the layout didn’t appeal to me, and because I am not a layout person, I took this lack of appeal (which had rapidly turned to
frustration) out on the text. LHM!
My viewpoint at the time was that as the text person, and content coordinator, I will at times spend up to six months gathering all necessary
material for an article, with countless back and forth communications with the person who wrote the article, numerous prophecies regarding it, and a
lot of energy spent. So if after all that work, the layout does not grab me, I can tend to get frustrated and want to mutilate the text, because I can’t do
anything about the layout.
Back to the scenario of FZ 045; Piper’s pages weren’t the ones that I was bothered with, but because he was pipelining the Zine at the time, it
meant that whatever changes I made in the text he’d have to put them in manually. Not a very pleasant job, poor guy! There were more red marks on
that page than any pipeliner could every wish for. Inevitably, Piper was not enthralled about the amount of corrections I’d marked throughout the Zine;
some were necessary, but others, Lord help me, were marked simply out of frustration.
Piper and I had had other conflicts at the time, and this incident erupted whatever it was that had been simmering underneath. It was essential that
the two of us work together well, but there were times when I admit every time he asked me something in regards to the Zine text, I would suppress
a lamenting sigh. The Lord often uses a specific incident that forces us to clear up a problem that has been subtly growing below the surface, and
that’s what that particular Zine edition brought to pass.
Bethy having heard both our sides of the scenario, suggested that we talk things through and resolve our differences. I wasn’t thrilled about the
idea, but knew she had a point. If we were to work together as the team the Lord needed us to be, we’d have to come to terms with our differences and
find a solution.
It so happened that Piper, two other people and myself would be taking the weekend off, away from the Home. In our absence, we took the time
to talk things over and rectify our conflicts. I don’t do so well in those particular situations, but it was necessary to our working relationship, and our
continuance as a team. Thank the Lord, our problems were resolved, because we were finally able to get the other’s perspective and comprehend the
other’s mode of operation, likes, dislikes and all the essentials that go towards harmoniously working together.
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personal...keith

hat was your
favorite Zine page?

It had to be the cover
for the Christmas edition (FZ
049) that I got to work on
with Kristen. She drew Jesus
and I got to do the rest in
3DStudio Max, which is a 3D
modeling program. I know
her part looks the best, and
that’s probably why the
cover came out as nice as it
did, TYJ! But I had a lot of
fun and learned a lot while
working on that cover. My
next favorite pages are the
photo pages in FZ 055 of
Christy’s shows. It was one
of those ideas the Lord
gave, and by a miracle it
came out how the Lord had
showed me to do it. TTL.

W

To print the entire
Zine on glossy paper and
in color would’ve been a
dream!

hat is something
you would have
liked to have
done with the Zine but
never had the chance?

W

orking
to be w me
I hope
so
h
it
elping w ines,
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z
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m
g
upcomin going to push
re
s
which a of our previou
s
it
m
e
li
v
e
ro
p
th
d should
work an e of our best
m
o
to be s
willing.
yet! Lord

W

u do
ill yo
hat w t the
ha
now t ending?
s
Zine i

(roughly translated:
Keith).
Age: Okay, you got me, 24!

ersonal information

P Name: 0010010100,

H
I started on the Zine with FZ 029, and
I’ve done a total of 113 pages up to this
issue.

ow many issues have you worked on?

personal...piper
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glad that it’s ending, as I think we all need something different in its place.

But I’m glad that we’ve got some up-and-coming “magic” to balm over this lack. Also, I’m

In a way, yes, because it was so much fun to layout and it’s nice to have a different mag.

Are you sad to see the Zine ending?

The actual number of Zine pages I’ve laid out is 119; six were covers.

text just as a personal preference, that is, as my patience capacity is rather small.

thousand words, and I much prefer illustrating something graphically over having to layout

actually appreciate the compact pages like covers and art, as it’s so true that a picture tells a

thousands by now—yeah, more like thousands. No credit to me though—it’s only Jesus! I

of pages I’ve laid out total, including books, mags, etc., that would be in the hundreds or

Well, when I was born they gave me just one! But if you’re referring to the number

Number of pages to your name:

as it became a fire hazard.

of planes they’ve downed—but now I’ve stopped doing that

my wall—sort of like what fighter pilots do with the number

logo out of each issue when it was finalized and paste it up on

I started with FZ 036 and have been doing them up till now. I used to cut the

How many issues have you worked on?

Activated layout, etc.

graphics for CM pubs (which included the Zine), and the other half on GP pubs—

in August of ‘99. Right now, though, I work half-time on layout and

Well, I’ve been working on the Zine since I joined WS, which was

How long have you been working on the Zine?

Personal information
Name: My human name is $#%&, but on this planet they
call me Piper.
Height: I’m 22, 171.5 cm tall.
I joined the Zine team in the middle of ‘99.

Name:

When did y
ou become a ppar
ar
t of
you
art
the Zine?

Bethy

FZ 001, November 1996

Age:
28

Ho
w long ha
ve y
ou been w
or
king
How
hav
you
wor
orking
on the Zine?
Four years, nine months (that’s counting
layout time as well as being involved with the

Zine in a supervisory capacity).

Number of ppages
ages t
oy
our name
to
your
266 pages (twelve of which were covers).

Wha
tw
as y
our ffa
avor
ite Zine ppage?
age?
What
was
your
orite
It’s almost impossible to pick my favorite of
the pages I laid out. You put a lot of effort into
each page, and each one (hopefully) comes
out with some quality that you especially like
or are happy with. In general, I feel my best
work was between issues 28-38. To the left are
thumbnails of a few of my favorite pages.

Wha
t is something y
ou w
ould
What
you
would
ha
v e liked t
o ha
v e done with the
hav
to
hav
Zine but ne
v er had the chance?
nev
I always wanted to do an issue in full color,
with big photos (I’m into photos, as
photography is somewhat of a hobby), and
with nice glossy, color paper. I always
dreamed of the day we might be able to do
that. You never know, some day we may be
able to publish that kind of thing in the Family,
though I guess it won’t be the Zine!
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i t l yn

a

P E R S O N gAi r LLy
the relative newcomer to the Zine department. I started working on Zine layout in
the beginning half of 2000, with FZ 043,
so I have worked on thirteen issues altogether. Of those issues I’ve done about
40 pages, including two covers.—Not too
many compared to those who’ve worked
on the Zine for several years now.
For a long time I pleaded my way out
of doing the long articles. It’s only been
with the last three issues that I’ve done
the feature articles, which have ranged
from six to twelve pages long. The feature article “Embrace of Africa” (FZ 054),
was the biggest challenge yet, but I prayed
desperately and the Lord came through
with some good ideas. PTL!
When it comes to layout, I’d have to
say that I have the most trouble with my
colors. (Everyone snickers.) They know
how I love to try different and unusual
colors with my pages, but that can create
big problems. It’s complicated to explain,
but when you make a PDF (for the Web
version) the color conversion is usually
waaaay off! For example, what might look
to me like electric blue while I’m working
on a page turns out a very dull purple
after it’s been processed to PDF format.
My arch-nemesis is the color rust. It’s
a joke around here, because everyone
knows how I love to use it, but it always
comes out either pink or orange, and
there’s nothing to be done about it. Poor

Art by Evye

Lance worked for hours trying to help correct the colors
on my cover for FZ 051, but to no avail. In the end my
“masterpiece” was a peachy orange, sob! Believe me, it
looked much better on my computer.
When I look over past Zines, it’s hard to pin down a
“most favorite” as far as layout goes. I enjoyed a lot of the
work done by Spiro and Beth in the some of the “mid-era”
issues. One of my favorite covers is “My soul is escaped as
a bird” (FZ 030), with the eagle flying over the barbed
wire; it was done with a very modern “grunge-style” layout.—One of my favorites!
The pages that I’m happiest with of my own work are
the covers of FZ 051 and FZ 056, and the article in FZ
052 entitled “Our Different Paths.”
My least favorite are some of the first pages I worked
on. Being that I work with all boys, my style at first really
struck on the feminine side, and it often clashed with the
pages they did. I started off with a bang with what the boys
termed the “Care Bear” pages in FZ 045. They were very
pink and flowery. It was a girly story, but I think I went
overboard. The guys all had near heart attacks! J They were
encouraging anyway.
In truth, I’m not that sad to see the Zine end. Is that
terrible? Yikes! No really, it’s just that I know that it’ll be
making room for new pubs, which is really exciting.
From a more radical angle, Zine layout has always posed
a real challenge to me. Before I came, I loved to read the
Zine, and it looked like a lot of fun to layout, but I found
that it’s really a lot of hard work, and takes a lot of inspiration and desperate prayer. So in a way, it’s a relief to not
have to do it anymore, but at the same time, challenges
help us grow, and I definitely wouldn’t have learned how
to work with certain programs, if I hadn’t gone through
some of those hair-pulling experiences!

Age: 21 (by the time you get this)

+

Name: Caitlyn (Kat’-lin)

Bra size: same as Chandra J

Hobbies: Baking, and more baking, and learning sign language

I’m

L I F E

c

personal...caitlyn

peRsonaL
CaitlYn
with
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Personal
Chandra

I

Name: Chandra
Age: 21. (Coincidentally,
Lance and I have the
same birthday. I always
wanted someone to
wish me a happy birthday, and to be able to respond with, “You too!”)
(Note: As far as Caitlyn
and my bra sizes go,
we’ll confirm that another time with more
specifics … if only there
were another Zine to do
it in. Alas!)

was trying to remember where I was when the first Zine
came out … certainly not in WS! I was actually on a farflung mission field, truly roughing it out, and separated
from civilization, or so it seemed.

I never imagined that I’d one day be staring
at pages of testimonies in the hopes of putting them together to form a Zine.
I had no clue as to what I’d be doing
when I came to WS. Editing and text work
were certainly not the jobs I’d considered or
even assumed to remotely be my forte. Grammar and punctuation rules were vague in my
mind; I confess that I don’t recall learning
them in school, ever! Mum, forgive me!
Learning to work with the rest of the
team was probably the best part about the
Zine. Whether it was our authentic Zine meetings (now we have to find a new excuse to
lounge around in the living room under the
guise of work!) ;-) the entertainment and noise
listed under Zine brainstorming and idea tossing; the printer frustrations, which I got a great
view of, seeing as the printer table stood only
two strides from my cubicle. There was Piper’s
brilliant idea of transforming the crumpled and
toner-smudged Zine printer rejects into snowflakes for Christmas; or the days when Lance
would take to origami creations while he was

“

waiting for his print job. Those little events
added up into making our department a joy
to be a part of.
I remember the times when getting the
Zine off at the end of the month called for a
celebration. It was usually around the 25th of
the month and we’d get together in our basement-converted-office-area to play games, sit
around and chill. I think those instances had
a hand in melding us as a team—the time
away from work, yet we were still a team.
Eventually it got to the point where we
worked so well as a team, that we were called
on to do other jobs together. And, like Bethy
mentioned in her article, working on the Zine
definitely did teach us a lot, opening up new
doors for a variety of work ventures. The Zine
was the stepping-stone that helped us all to
move into bigger jobs and more responsibility.
Sometimes I think back on the days
when the Zine was my sole job, it seemed to
take up all my time, but I guess it’s relative
that as you get accustomed to a job your productivity capacity expands. During my first

I remember the times when getting the Zine off
at the end of the month called for a celebration.

two months, I admit that I was horribly petrified, thinking that I would never be able to do
the job assigned to me. I suffered several panic
attacks in those first months; now it’s almost
comical to think back on that initial time.
Those inner freak-outs did serve to set me on
the right path, as they forced me to get desperate with the Lord.
I was very happy when Caitlyn arrived,
because it helped to even out what was then
a pretty male-dominate team. Not that I had
problems with Lance, Keith and Piper, but
sometimes I needed a fellow female perspective on things. Caitlyn and I also started working on other projects together. In our working
together, though, I honestly have no idea when
the determining of bra sizes came into the
focus. J
My favorite part of working on the Zine
was doing interviews. Of course, I wasn’t ever
able to do them in person; that would’ve been
a dream! It’s funny to remember where interview ideas came from. “Sweet Taste of India,”
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in FZ 051, came to life when we were watching a video of that specific Home in India,
and heard about their Activated push and all
that they were involved in. The most common exclamation throughout the viewing was,
“We have to do an interview with them! This
is so inspiring!” It took some time to make it
happen.—I think it was almost six months
from the initial idea until it came out in print,
but it was well worth it.
Thinking about it, the hardest part for
me about seeing the Zine end, is that it brings
an era to an end. However, whenever something comes to an end, there’s usually something else to take its place. I love new challenges, and the end of this magazine offers
new opportunities for me. I’ll now be getting
more involved in kids’ pubs, as well as contributing towards the upcoming comic mag.
I’ll conclude this page with a sincere
thank you to all of you who have been writing in and sending stuff in over past years.
It’s been great hearing from you!

personal...chandra

Personal on

EVye

Are you sad to see the Z
ine
ending?

I have mixed feelings about it. But mostly, I am happy because now many of us Ziners and others will be putting our energies towards new projects.
But yes, sniff, sniff, tooduhloo to our long time baby, the
Zine, which has grown up and left home. It’s been fun!

What was your favorite
Zine page and column?
Favorite? I don’t know. However, I
liked anything by David Komic! He’s the
king of comics, big time!
Thankyou,thankyou,thank
you, DK! It’s been a privilege working with you!
A column I liked was the one
Spiro did way back with the little
funny looking guy, called “The Young
Man and the CEE” in FZ 016.

H o w is yo ur ti m e
spent each day?
It’s impossible to give a listing of what I do every
day, as most of it is very tedious, details, filing work,
planning, coordinating art for the pubs with the artists on
the field, etc. I also do a lot of touch-up work for art that
comes in that needs cleaning up, or that somehow needs
to be changed in order to print better. Those are just a
few things I do every day.

A personal pitfall?
I have a hard time knowing when to quit work
and develop any kind of private life. The Lord’s
shown me recently that I need to make the
efforttospendtimewithhumanoids.It’snot
liketheothersandIdon’tclick; wedo—
andtheyrock,butalas,Iampathetically
shy.
I also tend to take on more
projects than I can devote sufficienttimeto.Ihaveadifficulttime
saying no to work, because the fact
of the matter is I am a workaholic—
now a recovering one.—Lately I’ve
personal...evye

Name: Evye (so many people have written me, asking how
my name is pronounced. So again, I’d like to clarify, Evye
is pronounced like “heavy” without the “h”).

Age: 22
Height: not sure—something like 5 ’8½”
Sex: Definitely female
At the end of ’98 I joined the Zine team. So that’s well over
two years of working on the Zine, doing this ’n’ that for it. –The
last 31 issues, in fact.

become much more aware that with a good balance between
work, spending time with the Lord, and also time to P.A.R.T.Y, I can
avoid that crash and burn syndrome that I always thought was just
a part of being young and being me.

W h at s b ee n th e b es
t
thing about working o
n
the Zine for you?
For as long as I have worked on the Zine, I’d have
to say that it’s been a real key in
keeping me desperate and dependant on the Lord. I am a real
run-by-inspiration/quitfunctioning-on-lackof-inspiration type
of person. Before
doingartworkforthe Zine Iwouldn’t
have considered myself an artist. I was
in fact a text person/editor. When the former
Zine artists moved on to other things, there was a
huge hole for artwork, and the Lord indicated that
I was the one to fill that spot. When it was
presented to me, it was scary at first to imagine becoming an artist. But I’ve had a lot of
fun along the way, learned many trial and error
lessons, and though to this very day, I still
feel somewhat overwhelmed before each picture I draw; it keeps me desperate,
Overall, watching the Lord work the way
He has, has greatly increased my faith—not only
myfaith formyself, butmy faith for others, too.
It’s been cool seeing how the Lord can build
on something that you never knew was a talent if you’re prepared to flow with His will!

W h at w il l yo u d o
now that the Zine is
ending?
I’moneofthecoordinatorsforthisnewcomic
mag.I’llalsodoartworkforotherpubsfromtimeto
time.Ialsohaveaspiritstorybookintheworksand
otherspiritstoriestofinishupandillustrate.Believe
me, there’s no shortage of work around here.
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personal...lance

LANCE

CODENAME

BIO
READOUT

(On A Good Day)

HUMAN

SPECIES

(Close enough)

BLUE

EYE COLOR

I did a quick count
and it’s about 110
pages that I laid out
for the Zine. No it’s
true, really. I think?
Well, maybe give or
take like one or two.

EXPERIENCE

(totally)

MALE

GENDER

(As soon as I hit
25 I’m not telling
anymore)

23

AGE

(or blond, and
once blue)

HAIR
BROWN

I’ve been around the Zine ever
since its creation; I just wasn’t
part of it!
it!-And didn’t expect to
be part of it either until sometime in May ’99. They conned
me into working on the Zine
(and by they I mean those
conniving Ziners, whom I have
now become entangled with for
approximately the last two
years, one month, seventeen
days, thirteen hours, twenty-six
minutes, …, etc., you get the
point).
No hard feelings really, but I
should probably take credit for
some of those pages, you know
the ones! It goes something like
this: You, the reader, get the Zine
and start turning the pages,
“Kewl!” you comment, … flip
“Nice!”… flip “Not bad!”… flip
“Wow, that totally rocks!”… flip
“Umm?”… flip. (I would
probably be that “umm” one.)
Oh well, can’t say I didn’t try.
And every once in a while
(probably when I was like
totally out of the way), Someone
punched through and the pages
came out okay. At least I think
so! J
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